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I. Introduction. Lagrangian bundles with the fiber ~" 
In the first two sections we recall some symplectic geometry we need. For further details the 
reader is referred to 12,3,5,71. 
A symplectic mani~bld is a pah" (M, to) whele M is a m~milMd and to a closed nondegenerate 
2-form. Nondegeneracy of to implies dim M = 2n. A submanifold L of ,~,,~ i,; called iagrangian 
i fd imL = ~d imM :: n andtoll~ = O. Abund le J r  ' M o~-> B is calledlagranglan i fM  is 
I~lx~t, are h tgrangian submanit'olds of M. symplectic and all ' "s 
Example I. The cotangent bundle (T* B, to,,) endowed with the canonical 2o.form 0),, is a la- 
grangian bundle. In the canonical coordinates (pi, qi) the form wo is ~ dpi ix dqi. 
Example 2. Let ~0 be a closed 2-form on B. The form to,, + Jr*~0 on T* B is obviously closed and 
is nondegenerate by easy linear algebra. Thus (T* B, too -t- zr*~0) is an example of a iagrangian 
bundle. Such a bundle is called a twisted (by qg) cotangent bundle. At the etad of this section we 
shall see that twisted cotangent bundles are classified by the cohomology class 1991 ~ H 2 (B, ll~). 
Note that in the previous examples all fibers were vector spaces. This is not the case in general. 
Consider a I -form ot on B, i.e., a section of T* B. This section defines a fiberwise linear shift 
s~ : T*B --, T*B. In the canonical coordinates s,, is given by (p, q) t~ (p + ot, q) or, more 
precisely, (Pi, qi) w+ (Pi +- oti, qi) where ot = o:i dqi. The corresponding transtbrmation f tile 
symplectic form COo = dp~ A dqi is 
sottoo = d(pi  + oti) A dqi = dpi A dqi + doti A dqi : to,, + d(otidq,) 
= w,, -t-dot. 
(*) 
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it means that s,, is a symplectomorphism iff ot is closed. (One can see that ot is closed iff the 
corresponding section of T*B is lagrangian.) Therefore we can shift any lagrangian section of 
T*B to the place of the zero section. Hence T*B considered as an abstract lagrangian bundle, 
has no marked zero section and fibers carry no natural structure of vector space. 
Nevertheless fibers of a lagrangian bundle carry natural affine structure. Assume n" : E ~ B 
is a lagrangian bundle with a symplectic structure o9. Let b 6 B be a point and Fh = n'-  l (b) be 
a fiber over b. To any covect6r a 6 Tt*B we want to associate a vector field l(ot) on Fb. Namely, 
for a point x ~ Fb covector ot determines covector r*a 6 T~* E vanishing on the lagrangian 
subspace Tx Fh. The vector v 6 T~ E dual to n'*a with respect o to is the desired l (a) l , .  
The symplectic form to defines the isomorphism Ann L --, L for any lagrangian subspace L. 
In particular Ann T~ FI, "~ T~ Fh. Therefore l(a)l~ indeed lies in T~ Fh. Another way to define 
l(c~) is the following: let f be a function on B such that dfll, = a then I(a) = sgrad n'*f.  
It is easy to check that the following holds: 
(i) If c~=, or2 ~ TI* B are linear independent then l(al), l(ot2) are linear independent at every 
point of Fi,. 
(ii) l (k la l  + k20t2) = kll(otl) + k21(a2) fora l ,  a2 E T~B, kz, k2 E ~. 
(iii) If ot l . . .an form a basis of Tt~' then l (a l ) . . ,  l(ot,) form a basis of tangent space to Fb at 
every point of Fh. 
Properties (i)-(iii) mean in particular that fiber Fh carries an affine structure with the underlying 
vector space Ti 7 B. Here affine lines in/:1, are integral curves of l(ot) for all a ~ Ti;* B. 
Definition 1. The afline structure is called complete iff any straight line could be extended 
unboundedly, i.e., all vector fields I(c~) are complete. 
!f afline structure on I:1, is cornplete then there is the effective action o1' 7~,* B on !'),. in this case 
Ft, is isomorphic to T ~ × II~ ! as an at'fine manifold. (Here '1 '~ stands for the k-dimensional lotus.) 
The examples of noncomplete at/ine manifolds are domains in IR". These could be extended to 
complete manilblds, but multi°sheeted domains I|rl ~n are another kind ol' examples. 
To the end of this section we assume that affine structures on the libers of our bundles are 
complete and isomorphic to those of I~". To identity such an afline manifold Fi, with its underlying 
vector space one need to fix a zero point in Ft,. Namely, we can identify covector oe ~ "I)* B with 
the image of the zero point under the flow, generated by l(ot), for unit time. Furthermore, for any 
section of E the same construction gives an diffeomorphism E ~ T* B.  
One can check in the canonical local coordinates (p, q) on T* B that for a lagrangian section 
this diffeomorphism is a symplectomorphism. The only thing todo is to compute Poisson brackets 
of images of O/i)p, and O/i)q, under this diffeomorphism, which is an exercise left to the reader. 
We conclude that if there exists a lagrangian section then our bundle is fiberwise symplecto- 
morphic to the cotangent bundle. Such a symplectomorphism is called a polarization. 
Let us now investigate the case when there are no lagrangian sections. For instance, this is the 
case tbr twisted lagmngian bundles of Example 2. Fibers of our bundle are contractible. Hence 
there is a (usual) section s : B -~. E. Consider a closed 2-form ~p = s*¢o on B. The same way we 
did in Exercise 2 one can verify that (E ,  oY = w - n" * ~o) is again a lagrangian bundle. But now our 
s is a iagrangian section. Indeed, s'to' = s* ( to -  tp) = s ' to -  s*rr*s*to = s ' to -  s'to = O. It is not 
a surprise because we just "subtract nonlagrangievity." We have obtained a symplectomorphism 
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(E, w') _ (T* B, O~o). Adding Jr* 9 back we conclude that (E, w) is fiberwise symplectomorphic 
to (T 'B ,  w0 + n'*9). We have proved that any laerangian bundle with the fiber ~" is a cotangent 
bundle, twisted by a closed form. 
It is easy to see that ko] ~ H2(B, I~) is a correctly defined invariant of the bundle independent 
~,,~ :.~,i~,~ .,: ,+t.c sc,,uon s. Moreover let qgt and ~02 be cohomologous closed 2-forms on B. We 
will show now that the corresponding twisted bundles are fiberwise symplectomorphic. Namely, 
shift by a l-form ot such that do~ = qg~ - ~o2 gives us the required symplectomorphism, as one 
can easily verify using formula (.). 
From now on we will use the term "lagrangian equivalence" or "lagrangian isomorphism" for 
fiberwise symplectomorphism of lagrangian bundles. Sometimes we need more precise termi- 
nology. If there are two lagrangian bundles over the same base we reserve the term "lagrangian 
equivalence" for fiberwise symplectomorphisms identical on the base while "lagrangian isomor- 
phism" means "not necessary identical on the base." 
To complete the classification of lagrangian bundles with the fiber ITS" we need to study 
lagrangian equivalences. 
Example 3. A shift by a closed l-forni is a lagrangian equivalence of (T 'B ,  wo) onto itself. 
More generally, shift s,~ by oe is a iagrangian equivalence of twisted bundles (T 'B ,  wo + n+qg) 
and (T 'B ,  wo + n*(~o + dot)). (Apply formula (,) again!) 
Example 4. A (co)differential Dg : T* BI <-- T*B~ of a diffeomorphism g : B~ -~ B2 is a 
lagrangian equivalence. The same differential is a lagrangian equivalence ot: twisted bundles 
(T*B~, wo + zr*~p) and (T*B~, wo + rr*g*q)). 
Proposition 1. Let f : T*BI +~ T* B2 be a lagrangian equivalence oJ (T+ BI, w,~ + 2r+ q)t 2 
and (T+ B~, ¢oo+ Jr+~O2).for closed.forms ~ol and ~o2 on B! and B2. Then f = Dh ~, s,~ for : 
dil]~:,omoq~hism h : B2 -=~' Bi and I -lorm a on Bi such that (IF ~ l )+ q~ = q~ I d~. in particula~ 
Iv+,~ I = (h ~)+Iv.,~l. 
Proof. Let t~l = n +~ol and c~2 = n +<,02. Equivalence f induces the diffeomorphism g : BI ~, B2. 
Its differential Dg : T* Bi ~,- T* B2 is an equivalence of (T+ B2, to{} ok ~2) and (T+ BI, to<~ + g+c~2). 
A composition Dg o f  is an equivalence of (T* BI, wo+c~l) and (T'  BI, wo+g*,~2) identical on the 
base. Afline structures on the fibers of T* Bi are invariant under Dg o f .  Therelore Dg o ./ = s,~ 
forsome I-formoe on Bl. Formula (.)  shows that dot +~ol = g*~02. Now let h = g-t.  [3 
Corollary 1. Lagrangian bundles with the fiber II~" a,'e classified by H2(B, It~) up to lagrangian 
equivalence. They are classified by the quotient H2(j'], ~,)/(action of Diff B) up to lagrangian 
L~'omorphisn+. 
2. Lagrangian bundles with the fiber T'. Some examples 
In this section we investigate the case when the fiber of the lagrangian bundle n" : E --+ B is 
compact. On the compa~;t fiber any vector field is complete hence the fiber is afline equivalent 
to T' .  Notice that coinp,cu°lcss of the total space E implies compactness of the fiber. 
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Assume now that there exists a lagrangian section s (locally it is always true). Using s we 
can cover E by another bundle E' with ',he fiber I~" which fiberwise covers E. In the previous 
section we have seen that E' ~ T* B. Preimage of s under this covering form a lattice Z" C I~" 
in each fiber of E' ~_ T* B. Our bundle E is the quotient of T* B by this lattice. 
Definition 1. By a lattice on a manifold B (or in T* B) we mean a submanifold of T* B transversal 
to the fibers of T*B such that its intersection with any fiber T~,B form a lattice Z" c I~". In other 
words, a lattice in T*B is a fixation of a lattice Z" C lt~" in each fiber of T*B which depends 
smoothly on x. 
Locally for any lattice we can choose alocal basis of linear independent in each point l-forms 
at . . . . .  a,, such that our lattice is spanned by ot~ . . . . .  o~,,. 
Proposition 1. Quotient ofT* B by the lattice carries natural structure of a lagrangian bundle 
iff for any local basis otl . . . . .  an all the forms oti are closed. 
Proof. Shifts so,, have to preserve s~mplectic structure; hence c~, are closed. [] 
Proposition 2. Any lagrangian bundle with compact fiber is locally lagrangian equivalent to 
(U" x T", dxi A dtpi) where xi are coordinates on U", and tpi rood I on T'. 
Proof. Let s be a local lagrangian section. Consider a covering T*B ~_ E' -~ E as above, 
and the corresponding lattice in T* B. Let o¢~ be a local b:~sis of this lattice. Then the symplectic 
structure on T*B i:; invariant under shifts s,,, and, like in 1t~e previous proposition, we obtain that 
the forms ot~ are closed. Locally t~, = dx, where Ix,) is a local system of coordinates on B. Let 
now (x,. ~o~ = dxt) be the corresponding system of' cat, onical coordinates on T* B ~z E'. Our 
lattice is spanned by dx, therefore (x,, ~, rood I ) is a required coordinate system on E. 
Definition 2. Such coordinates {xt} are called action coordinates I~r iagrangian bundle with 
compact fiber. 
Thus, we obtained the local structure of any lagrangian bundle with compact fiber. Like in 
Section l we want now to investigate lagrangian equivalences. 
Suppose h is a lagrangian equivalence between U[' x T" and U~' x T" with the standard 
structures ( ee Proposition 2above). We can always choose lagrangian sections ~ and s2 in such 
a way that h(st) = s2, Reparametrizing U~' x T" and U~' x T" by means of the corresponding 
shifts we can assume that h preserves the zero section. Lift now h to a lagrangian equivalence 
h' of coverings U~' x IR" and U~' x l~'. By the results of the previous ection h' is a differential 
Dg of a diffeomorphism g : Ui --,. U2. But now g has to preserve lattices in T* Ui and T*/.]2. 
Therefore the differential Dg at each point belongs to the discrete group GL(n, Z). It implies Dg 
is constant and the diffeomorphism g in action coordinates i the composition of a translation 
and a line~ transformation from GL(n, g), 
Notation. We will denote by G,, the group of such transformations acting on I1~'. G, is a 
scmidirect product GL(n, Z) X 1~ 'a of GL(n, Z) and I~'. 
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Thus we have obtained a local structure of lagrangian equivalences for bundles with compact 
fber. 
At the end of the section we shall give some illustrations of described material. 
Benci--Sikorav's rigidity. Let U be a simply-connected domain in I~". Endow U x T" with the 
standard symplectic structure to = dxi ^ dtpi (that is, to is induced by the inclusion U x T" C 
R ~ × T n ~_ T 'T" ) .  A pair of such bundles U' x T" and U" x T ~ is fiberwise symplectomorphic 
iff U' = g(U" )  for some g ~ G,,. Benci--Sikorav's theorem [13] states that if U' x T n and 
U" x T" are not fiberwise symplectomorphic then they are not symplectomorphic at all (even 
not fiberwise). 
Here is an easy application of this theorem to contact geometry. 
Proposition 3. ([6]) T" x D n-I carries infinitely many pairwise nonequivalent contact struc- 
tures. 
Proof. Consider Jr : T n x IR" ~ 1~" with the symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle T* T". 
The preimage of the unit sphere in I~ n carries natural contact structure which symplectisation 
is the preimage of I~"\{0}. Consider a simply-connected domain U "-I on the unit sphere. Its 
preimage U n- ~ x T n carries a contact structure which symplectisation is the preimage of cone- 
shaped domain in IRn\[0} generated by U "-t. By Benci-Sikorav such domains are "seldom" 
symplectomorphic hence contact structures are also "seldom" contactomorphic. [] 
Remark also that for n = 2 (in this case U' is an arc in S ! ) our family of contact structures 
has a countable subfamily of structures which are equivalent near the boundary. 
Thurston's  example. Consider a lattice in the cotangent bundle to 12 on the Fig. 1. Locally this 
lattice is spanned by the exact l-forms d(x  + y2/2) = dx + ydy  and dy where x, y c 10, I] 
are parameters of ! 2. Glue now the boundary of 12 to produce a torus T2. Now we have delined 
a locally e~act lattice in T*T  2 which has no global basis. Theret'ore quotient by this lattice is a 
correctly defined lagrangian bundle over ?,2 with the fiber T 2. 
One can prove that this manifold is symplectomorphic to well-known Thurston's example 
[141. In [14] it is described as T2-bundle over T 2 with symplectic tibers. One can see that for 
this manifold rk H t ~- 3 hence it admits no Kahler structure. 
o 
o 
/ 
@ 
O 
O 
Fig. 1. 
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Liouville-Arnoid theorem. Suppose we have an involutive system fl . . . . .  J~, of functions on 
compact 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold M. (That is pairwise Poisson brackets of {Ji, ~} 
vanish.) Consider the corresponding map Jr : M 2" ---> I~" (called the moment map). Consider 
nondegenerate point of this map. Near this point :r is a projection of a bundle. This bundle has 
compact n-dimensional fiber. (We assume fl . . . . .  .if,, to be functional independent to exclude 
degenerative cases.) 
Proposition 4. This bundle is a lagrangian bundle. 
Proof. Hamiltonian flows sgrad j~ preserve other functions. (By formula Lx Y = IX, YI = 
{Ji, J i} = 0 where X = sgrad 3~, Y = sgrad A.) Hence sgrad 3~ are tangent to fibers of the 
bundle. They ate linear independent by nondegeneracy and therefore form a basis of tangent 
space to fiber at each point of fiber. Vanishing of Poisson brackets, by definition, implies the 
tangent spaces to the fibers are lagrangian. [] 
Now by Proposition 2 we obtain action-angle coordinates, well-known in mechanics. More- 
over flows sgrad J'i are affine lines in the affine structure of each fiber. 
3. Closed lattices (integral affine structures) 
In this section we study integral affine manitblds and their connections with lagrangian bun- 
dles. We describe' the notion of developing map for an integral affine manifold. For the further 
information on developiag maps reader is reffered to Ill. 
We saw that locally the action coordinates are unique only up to transformations from G,. 
hffegral q;(line str uria~t~ is an tnvariant object corresponds tothe "global action coordinates". 
Definition I. By a closed lattice on n°dimensional manifi~ld B (or in T* B) we mean lattice in 
T* B with the following property: 
(i) F~r any point of B there is a local coordinate chart Ix, I (action coordinates) uch that our 
lattice is spaned by (dx~ ]. So, a closed lattice on B i:~ a locally exact lattice on B. 
Two lattices on B and B' are isomorphic iff there exists a diffeomorphism B --* B' which 
differential moves one lattice to the other. As we saw in the previous ection a diffeomorphism 
preserve a lattice iff it belongs to G,, in action coordinates. 
Definition 2. An integral affine structure (or G,-structme) on a manifold is a fixation of an atlas 
such that all transition maps belongs to G,. 
Definition 2 is the formalization of Definition i, i.e., they ~we quivalent. 
Proposition 1. Quotient ofT ° B by a closed lattice is a lagrangian bundle with the fiber T" and 
with global lagrangian section. Conversely, a lagrangian bundle with the fiber T" and a global 
iagrangian seciton is a quotient of T*B by same closed lattice. 
Such bundles will be called non-twisted. 
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Proof. First statement follows from Proposition 1 of Section 2. Consider a lagrangian bundle 
E ~ B with the global lagrangian section s. Consider a covering rr : E' ---> E with respect o 
this section as in Section 2. Now E' ~_ T*B and n'-l(s) form the required lattice. [] 
Consider now any lagrangian bundle (not necessary with global lagrangian section). 
Proposition 2. To a lagrangian bundle with compact fiber one could canonically associate a
closed lattice. 
Proof. To any covector from T*B we can associate a vector field on the fiber of our bundle. The 
corresponding flow (for the unit time) gives us a diffeomorphism which is an affine translation 
of the fiber. Consider those covectors which give us identical diffeomorphisms. They form the 
required lattice. Locally, by means of some lagrangian section we can identify our bundle with 
the quotient by this lattice, hence the lattice is closed. I--I 
A bundle with a global iagrange section is a quotient of T*B by the associated closed lattice. 
Bundles with no global lagrange section we shall call twisted. The same closed lattice could be 
associated with different non-isomorphic bundles which we shall call twistings of the lattice. 
Remark that a lagrangian isomorphism between bundles induces an isomorphism between the 
associated closed lattices. 
Our strategy is to classify closed lattices first and then analyze their possible twistings. 
Suppose now we have a closed lattice on a manifold M". Now we want to describe the notion 
of developing map for M". Locally, in the small neighborhood U of a point a, we can induce this 
lattice by art immersion U --~ ll~" where l~" is endowed with the standard lattice spanned on basis 
covector fields. Let us try to induce the lattice globally by an immersion (local diffeomorphism) 
M =* I1~". Let us extend initial immersion M --+ 11~" along paths. The t'ollowing lemma is obvious: 
Lemma 3. Let a, b c M, p : I ~ M be a path connecting a and b. Let some neighborhood U 
of a be immersed in ll~" (preserving lattice, o.f coulse). Then we can extend this immersion to a 
neighborhood of p( I ). Moreover; iz, sttqcted on some neighborhood ofb, this immersion doesn't 
depend on qixed at the ends) homotopy of p. 
Consequently any closed lattice on simply connected manifold could be induced trom ll~" by 
means of some immersion. 
Let p be a nontrivial loop p(0) = p(l)  = a in a nonsimply-connected manifold M. Extending, 
by Lemma 3, the initial immersion of the neighborhood U along p we will get another immersion 
of U which need not coincide with the initial one. They differ by an element g ~ G,,. This 
element is an obstruction for extension of our immersion to M. This leads us to a homornorphism 
a" :rrtM --~ G,, which is zero iff the lattice could be induced from 11~ ' . 
In fact this homomorphism depends on the initial point a and the initial immersion U ~ It~". 
This means vhat the homomorphism a" is defined up to a conjugation by an element of G,,. 
Consider now a manifold M with a closed lattice and its universal covering M with induced 
lattice. Group ~t M acts freely on M preserving the lattice. The lattice on M could be induced 
,~ ,~ 
by an immersion i ' M --~ I~". Its image i(M) is a multi-sheeted domain in 1~". Group n'iM 
acts on this domain by elements zr(rrt M) ~ G,,. 
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Conjecture 4. For a closed manifold M the corresponding multi-sheeied domain i ( M) is the 
whole space ~n. 
Below we will give an incorrect proof of this conjecture that nevertheless clarifies the situation. 
Incorrect proof. Consider an initial point on M and begin to extend our immersion along affine 
lines passing through this point. All these curves are curves in compact manifold M, so their 
length is unbounded hence i (M) is whole I~". 
The mistake is that the notion of length is not defined correctly on M because transformations 
from Gn are not orthogonal (only area-preserving). 
Definition 3. We will call a closed lattice on a compact manifold complete iff it satisfies our 
conjecture. A lagrangian bundle with compact fiber over a compact base is complete if the 
associated closed lattice is complete. 
More generally if there is a group Gx of analytical diffeomorphisms of a simply-connected 
manifold X one can define a notion of (X, G x)-manifoid (see [!]). We considered above the 
case when X = 11~ n and Gx = G,~. Analogously for a compact (X, Gx)-manifold M one can 
define an immersion i • M ~ X and a homomorphism a'lM ~ Gx. The manifold M is called 
complete in this general situation iff i is a diffeomorphism onto the whole X. 
For a G x with compact isotropy group Thurston proved that any compact (X, G x)-manifold 
is complete. The isotropy group for G,, is GL(2, Z) so we cannot apply Thurston's theorem. 
Proposition 3. Any closed lattice on torus T" is complete. 
Proof. It is a straightforward corollary of the main result from 181. I:1 
Remark. If we extend G,, to all real afline transformations then there are examples of non- 
complete manifolds. 
4. Classification of complete closed lattices on T ~ 
Let us state the following 
Theorem 1. ([1 ! l) A closed surface of genus > 0 admits no affine structure. 
In particular it admits no integral affine structure. Also there are no closed lattices on S 2 
because it leads us to the immersion S2 --~ Ii 2. All nonorientable surfaces covered by these 
don't admit any closed lattice. Thus only torus T 2 and Klein bottle K 2 could pretend to admit a 
closed lattice. 
In this section we classify closed lattices on T ~ up to isomorphism. The same arguments allow 
to cl:~,~i~, -losed lattices on K 2 but the calculations are more complicated. By the Proposition 3
of Section 3 any closed lattice over the torus is complete. 
Consider a surface M endowed with a complete closed lattice. M is a quotient of I~" by an 
a~:tion of ~r(ahM) C G2 on IR 2. This action has to be free. Let/'/2 C G2 be the set of those 
:iements of G2 which acts freely on I~ 2. Denote by G~ (resp. by H~) those elements of G2 
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(resp.//2) which preserve the orientation of II~ 2. Fix an integral basis in I~ 2. Now an element of 
G2 could be represented asa pair (A, b) where A ~ GL(2, Z) is an integral 2 x 2 matrix and 
L, e I~ 2 is a real vector. The pair (A, b) acts on 1~ 2 by the formula x ~ Ax + b. 
In further calculations we shall systematically use the fact that (A, ~). (B, b) is (A B, Ab + ~). 
a b -1  d -b  a b In particular (A,~) -l = (A -l,  -A - I~) .  Remark also that (~ d) = (-c ,,) / det(, d)" 
Lemmal .  Let g = (A,b)  ~ H2. Then if det A = 1 then tr A = 2and i fdetA  = -1 then 
trA -- -1.  
Proof. Equatio,, Ax + b = x has no solution ~ det(A - E)  = 0 ~ det A - tr A + I = 0. 
Notice now that since A ~ GL(2, Z) we have det A = =1=1. [] 
Lemma 2. Let g = (A, b) ~ t12. There exists an integral basis o f~ 2 such that matrix part of 
! n 
g in this basis is (o +l)" 
Proof. The matrix A has an integral eigenvector with the eigenvalue 1. Completing this vector 
to a basis we prove the lemma. !--1 
Lemma 3. Let 7r be a subgroup of G~ and 7r C H~. There exists an integral basis such that 
i , )  in this basis. all elements of ~r have matrix part of the jbrm (o ! 
Proof. Assume that in some basis A = (~ ". ), B = (",.di'), ,, ~ 0 and A, B are matrix parts of 
elements of n'. Then by Lemma 1 we have tr AkB = a + nck + d = tr B 4- nck = 2 for all 
k~Z.  Hencec=0.  [] 
Lemma 4. I,)Jr any two elements a, b ~ Jr there exists such relatively prime (k, l) ~: (0, 0) that 
akb t is a translation (i.e., a k b t has E as a matrix part). 
l 'rooC -- E. G 
As a first application of these lemmas let us prove the following 
Proposition 5. An orientable surface of genus > 1 admits no complete closed lattice. 
Proof. Otherwise there is a monomorphism Jr : n'lM ~ H2 +. But H~ is too small to in- 
clude "almost free" fundamental group of the surface. Namely, let A, B, C, D . . .  be generators 
of the fundamental group. ABA - IB - ICDC -i D - l . . .  is the only relation. But by Lemma 4 
there exists such k, l, r, s that Ak B t and C r D s are translations and therefore commute. Hence 
I t ( [A k B t, C r DS]) = 0 and n" is not a monomorphism. [] 
Of course, this proposition is a straightforward corollary of Theorem I. We wish to classify 
complete closed lattices on T 2 or, equivalently, monomorphisms Z 2~ H~ up to conjugation. 
Now we are ready to state and prove the classification theorem: 
Theorem A. (1) Any complete closed lattice on T 2 is isomorphic to a lattice of the ]bllowing 
two series: 
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(Series A.,h,c,,,t). The lattice is just quotient of  I~ 2 by translations. Here images of generators 
of Z 2 in 14..+ are 
(:)) a,,,, (':,)) 
ab We ,,~ed et(c ,,) ~ 0. 
(Series ~n..,b). Here n c N; a, b 6 IR; a, b > 0. Images of generators o fZ  z are 
a 1 n 0 (o)) a"" ((0 ,) 
(2) Lattices from different series are nonisomorphic. 
(3) Two lattices A.,h,c,a and J[.',b',,.',d' are isomorphic iff X = G X' H where 
(o (a' 
X = = d' C d ' C t 
and G, H are some matrices from GL(2, Z). 
(4) Lattices in series ~n.a.h are pairwise nonisomorphic. 
J 
Proof. (1) Let c, d ~ H2 + be images of generators of Z 2 under the monomorphism Z 2 ---> G~. 
We want to reduce our lattice to the form A,.t,.c.d or ~,.a.l, by the following operations: 
1 ° We can change generators of Z 2. 
2 ° We can conjugate the mor~omorphism Z 2 -~. G~ by an element g ~ G~, i.e., replace c, d 
by g=lcg, g=tdg" 
If e, d are both translations then our lattice is of A,,.b.c.,t series and we are done. Suppose now 
that c and d are not both translations. By Lemma 4 there exists relatively prime integers k, l c Z, 
(k, l) = I such that Cd t is a translation. Therefore we can choose other generators a, b of Z 2 
such that a is a translation. By Lemma 2 we can choose a basis of I~ a so that 
a = (E .~) ,  b = (B .b )  
whe~ 
('o I B= nl ' i~= a: , b= b2 , a l ,a : ,b t ,b :~,neZ,  n~O.  
Replace b by b-! if necessary toget n > 0. Elements a and b commute. Therefore Bx +ff +b = 
Bx + B~ + b, or Bff = ~. Hence a2 = 0. Action of Z 2 is free iff al # 0 and b2 # 0. Replace 
a, b by s~las~, s~lbs~ where 
o 
is a translation. We obtain hi = O. Conjugation on ( -  E, 0) if necessary produces b~ > O. Finally 
changing a on a -! if necessary we obtain al > 0. Now our lattice has the form ~B,,,.,b. 
(2) Lattices A.,b,,.,d are generated by translations and lattices :B.,..h are not generated by 
translations. 
(3) Numbers a, b, c, d determine a monomorphism Z 2 ~ G~. We can conjugate it by el- 
ements from GL(2, Z) = Aut(Z 2) and by elements from G2. Easy calculations hows that 
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a b X p = h' matrices X = (c d) and ( " ' )  produce conjugate monomorphisms if/" X = GX'H  where 
¢J d ~ 
G, H ~ GL(2, Z). 
(4) We will show that ~B,,.,,.b is isomorphic to ~,,,,,,,.h, implies a = a', b = b', n = n'. For 
~n.,,.h we preserve all notations from (1) and for ~B,,, ,,,.h, we will rnark all values with a prime. 
An isomorphism between ~3,,.,,.h and ~,,,,,,,.b, is given by the element g e G2, 
such that 
g -- (G ,h )  = 
g2t g22 
gag -! = a'kb't, (1) 
gbg -! = a"b'S, (2) 
' " )G- '  = (Io*) or (k,..,.t) ~ GL(2, Z). In particular, G (o ,  i 
(ell g12)(l 0 n) ( g22 -el2 t = (1 , )  
g21 g22 1 --g2t gll 0 ! " 
Easy calculation shows that g21 ---- 0 and hence (o,) 
G= 0 8 ' cr, 8=- I - l ,  pEZ.  
Element gag- '  is a translation hencea'kb ': is atranslation. Consequently I = 0, (k l)  = (k 0), 
S r ,~' 
'7 P ) (o)  = (7 )  = (t,,') hence a = a', cr = k. Matrix k, s = 4-1. From the equality (1) we get ( o ~ o 
part of (2) is GBG -! = B'" or 
(° (, (° ,,°,) (, 
0 ~ 0 I 0 8 = 0 
Hence s = ord, n = n'. Vector part ot (2) is 
~GBG ~lh+Gb+h=s '+r~' .  
(, 
I 0 I ' 
(3) 
But -GBG r° h + h =: G(E ~o- B)G~°Ih = (0) '  where x could be any number depending on h. 
{ si,' + r/i' = (""' Since G~, = ~ot, J' .,.t/) the equality (3) is 
x+pb 
sb' ) 
and therefore b - b', 8 = s. Since s = o 8 and o = k we have o = k = 1. We are done now. [] 
Remark .  Now one can write down an explicit form of all automorphisms of a lattice ~,,.,,.h. 
We need not such a form but let us notice here that the matrix parts of these automorphisms are 
exactly ('o t' ) p ~ N. 4-1 ' 
5. Twisted lagrangian bundles. Full  list of examples 
Here we give a list of examples of twisted lagrangian bundles with the fiber T 2 over T 2. We 
shall see that any complete lagrangian bundle over T 2 is contained in our list. Also we shall 
begin to solve the problem when two bundles from our list are equivalent. 
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Example 1. Adding a cohomology class of the base. Consider a lagrangian bundle with a 
symplectic form to. Like in Example 2 of Section 1 we can add a pullback of any closed form on 
the base to to. Likewise, cohomolog:~: forms ~,;,ve us equivaleut bundles. But in the case when 
the fiber is T 2, nothing prevents our bundles from being equivalent even if twisting forms are 
non-cohomologous. 
Example 2. Luttinger surgery. Let U be a domain in II~ 2. Consider the standard lagrangian 
bundle ~" • U x T 2 - ,  U over U (the symplectic form is induced by the inclusion U x T 2 C 
(T*T e, too)). Let D 2 C U be a small disk with the boundary 0D2. Let V = a'-l(D2). Fix a section 
s of the bundle over ~ D e. Up to homotopy this section is determined by an element of ~rl T 2 = 
Z ~ Z, i.e., by a pair of integers. We can extend this section on D e iff these numbers are zeros. 
We claim now that for any section s over O D 2 it is possible to cut the bundle along 0 V and 
glue it back to make our section extendable to D 2. Of course we want the result of the surgery 
to be a lagrangian bundle. 
Topologically this is a trivial problem: any section of the bundle over a small neighborhood N 
of 0 D e gives us a fiberwise linear shift of the bundle over N. Such a shift determines the surgery. 
Just extending s from OD 2 to N we get (only topological!) surgery which moves s exactly to 
the zero section. In order to m~e our construction lagrangian we need a lagrangian section 
over N. Such a section determines a shift which is a symplectomorphism of Jr- l(N), so the 
result of the corresponding surgery is a lagrangian bundle. To finish our consideration we need 
a lagrangian section over N, homotopic to s. Let (m, n) be a pair of integers representing the 
homotopy class of s. Let (r, tp) be polar coordinates on the neighborhood of D 2 and let (x, y) = 
(r sin tp, r cos tp) be corresponding standard coordinates. Consider a multi-valued function on 
N" f (r. tp) = (mxtp + nytp)/2~r. Its differential 
df  ~- (me dx + n~o dy + (rex + ny) dtp)/2Jr 
gives a multiovalued section of T'  U. An increment of cp on 2a" gives an increment of d f  by n dx + 
m dy. So, df  represents a section of the quotient T*U/(standard lattice (dx, dy))= U x T 2 and 
this section is homotopic to s. After a surgery defined by means of this section our s became homo- 
topic to the zero section and hence it could be extended on D 2. This finishes the proof of the claim. 
Any iagrangian bundle with the fiber T a is locally equivalent to U x T 2 and we can produce alot 
of new lagrangian bundles using different lagrangian sections over N. It is easy to show that ho- 
motopic sections determine equivalent surgeries: the resulting bundles are lagrangian equivalent. 
But for non-homotopic sections even topological types of the resulting bundles could be different. 
With the help of this surgery we can produce at least Z ~ Z new bundles from any given one. 
This surgery was used in [10] for other purposes. 
Proposition 1. All twistings of the given closed lattice on T 2 could be produced from a cor- 
responding non-twisted bundle by means of Luttinger surgery and adding a cohomology class 
from the base. 
Proof. Consider atwisted bundle. If we have a global section then our bundle could be produced 
from non-twisted by adding a cohomology class of the base. But it is possible to obtain a global 
section by means of Luttinger surgery. UI 
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Fig. 2. 
Now we are going to solve the problem: when adding of different cohomology classes produce 
the same twistings. 
Definition 1. Fix a lattice ~P in T* B. Let T* B /~ be a quotient lagrangian bundle with the fiber 
T'. A latticed 1-form on B is a section of T* B/(P or, equivalently, a section of T*B "up to 
elements of ~P". 
Usual 1-form determines a latticed l-form but converse is not true. In a simply-connected 
domain we always can choose a usual 1-form which represents a given latticed 1-form. We will 
say that a latticed l-form is closed if all its local representatives are closed or, equivalently, it is 
a lagrangian section of T*B/~P. 
A fiberwise affine shift of T'BliP is determined by a latticed l-form on B and, conversely, 
any latticed l-form determines such a shift. This shift is a lagrangian equivalence iff this form 
is closed. Moreover, let E be a lagrangian bundle with the associated bundle T*B/(P. A section 
of T* B/~P (latticed 1-form) determines also a shift of E, and converse is also true. 
Definition 2. For a latticed l-form s on B we can correctly define its differential ds. It is a usual 
2-t'orm, Locally it is a differential of any local representative of s. These representatives differ 
by lagrangian sections, so this is a correct definition. A cohomology class Idsl c H2(B) we 
shall call the cohomology invariant of the shift s. 
Proposition 2. Let E be a lagrangian bundle over B with the associated non-twisted bundle 
T* B/(P. Adding of closed 2-forms tp, ap to E produce lagrangian equivalent bundles ill !¢o] and 
[ ~r ] ~ H 2 (B) differ by the cohomology invariant of some shift. 
Proof. Just use formula (,) again. E] 
Now we want to calculate the cohomological invariants of shifts for lattices from Theorem A 
of Section 4. 
Case Jta,b,c,d. Our lattice on T 2 is a quotient of the standard lattice on 1~2 by translations. A 
latticed l-form on T 2 is a usual 1-form ot on ~2 which changes by some integer covectors ~, 
under these translations. (Fig. 2.) Our invariant is ./'t~ da where U is the fundamental domain in 
I~ 2. By Stokes' formula 
f . , -  = = - + f . - - / .  - 
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+ 7, 
/" 
B 
B l * g2(glot + h) + ~ = 
/ ~  g~(g~ot + -~) + h 
/a' 
+ 
Fig. 3. 
But on A and A' our form o~ differ on nS, hence 
f o-f  
and analogous f8 c~ - fs' c~ = - fB ~" Here ~, ~ could be any integer covectors. Finally 
fvdct----(fA~n+ fn~) =ka+lb+rc+sd,  k,l,r, scZ  
The required invariants are ka + lb + rc + sd. 
Case ~,.,,.h. The situation is a little more complicated but analogous. Now our form a on I~ 2 
changes by ~, ~ under transformations g~, g2 from G2. (Fig. 3.) Here 
0 , e: = ~0 I ' b / 
But now integer covectors t~, il are not arbitrary. Namely, to construct a latticed !-form the 
following equality has to t~old: go,~(g'al °t°/i) + tP'~ = g~(g~a . . . . .  + ti'~) + ~ or gZ/i = ~. Hence 
¢| * 
= (~)is an eigenvector f (~1 : ) = ( '  ~i)',, Applying Stokes' formula as above we conclude 
that our invariants ate ka + Ib, k, i c Z. 
6. Twistings of closed lattices on T 2. Classification 
In this section we will give a complete classification of twistings of all closed lattices on 
T: from Theorem A of Section 4. This will complete the classification of complete lagrangian 
bundles over T a with compact fiber (and hence over orientable surfaces). 
Of course we can try to get such classification by "coordinate" arguments, imilar to those at 
the end of the previous ection. But it is far from being a real program. (Author had a chance to 
verify it.) To continue our consideration we need some algebra, namely, sheaf cohomology. (See 
for example an excellent book [41 for the subject.) Sheaf cohomology will essentially simplify 
our life, This approach belongs to J. Duistermaat (see 15]) (Author thanks A.V. Bolsinov for this 
reference). So, in this section we are arguing rather by algebra than by geometry. But geometrical 
interpretation f algebra still plays a major role as we shall see. 
Now we need some notations. We shall denote by ~P a closed lattice in T* B. Quotient of T* B 
by ~P we will denote by T*B/~P. (It is a T2-bundle if you have read previous ections.) 
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We shall use the following sheaves: 
(i) [P is the (locally constant) sheaf of sections of [P. We make no difference in notations 
between [P and the sheaf of its sections. 
(ii) AT* B (3* B) are the sheaves of lagrangian (arbitrary) sections of T* B. 
(iii) Aft'* B/[P (3*B/[P) are the sheaves of lagrangian (arbitrary) sections of T*B/[P. 
(iv) A2B is the sheaf of closed 2-forms on B. (That is sheaf of those sections of A2T*B 
which are closed, i.e., ds = 0.) Note that the sections of Af'*B/[P (3"*B/~P) were called closed 
(arbitral) latticed l-forms in Section 5. Consider now the following commutative diagram: 
0 0 
i l 
i pr 
0-  > ~P ..... ~ A3"*B ~ ATB/ [P -  > 0 
II l l, 
pr 
0 ~ ~P > 3*B ~ T*B/[P 
A2B A2B 
1 
0 
All strings and columns are exact. 
> 0 (1) 
Lemma 1. (1) H°(sheqI) is a space of its global sections. 
(2) T* B is a fine sheqf, i.e., H i ('.Y* B) = O, i > O. 
(3) Hi(AU"JB) "" Hi+i(B, ~), i > O. 
Proof. To prove (3) consider the exact sequence 
0-> I~ -~. ~B --> Aff'*B -* 0 
where 1~ is the constant sheaf and 9rB is fine sheaf of functions on B. The ass:~ciated xact 
cohomology sequence 
. . .  ~ H i (B ,~)  .-. Hi(if'B) --> Hi(A,q'*B) -~ Hi+I(B,[~) --~ . . .  
gives us the required isomorphism. Other points are the standard sheaf theory. 
The first reason for sheaf cohomology approach is the following 
Proposition 2. ([5]) Fix a closed lattice • in T*B. Then the group HI(A3"*B/[P) classify 
twistings of [P up to (identical on BI) lagrangian equivalence. 
Proof. Indeed, locally we can identify twisted lagrangian bundle with its associated bundle. 
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Transition functions are sections of A~*B/~P and they form an l-cocycle of A~I'*B/~P. Con- 
versely, given an 1-cocycle of Aft'* B/~P, we can glue a lagrangian bundle. [] 
Consequently our aim is to compute H l (Aft'* B/~P) for lattices from Theorem A of Section 4. 
Up to the end of the section we assume B -- T 2. 
Proposition 3. In the group H t(Aff "*B/•P) there exists a normal subgroup isomorphic to 
H2(B, IR)/ Im Ht(~P) where Im H ! (~P) is an image of HI(~P) under homomorphism j explained 
below. The quotient by this subgroup is H2gp). 
Proof. Consider the first string of (I). Consider the following fragment of the associated exact 
sequence: 
j, pr HI(A~Y*B/~P) > H2(~p) --.~ H2(AT*B) Ht(~) ----> Hi(AT*B) --~ 
II byLemmal(3) II 
H2(B, IR) O. 
Now everything is trivial. The required homomorphism j is a composition of jl with the iso- 
morphism Ht(Ag-*B) "~ H2(B,~,). [] 
Now w~: want to compute H2(B, ~,)/lm HtgP) and H2gp) for lattices from Theorem A of 
Section 4. But we have already made computations of the first group: 
Proposition 4, lm Ht(~) in H:(B, ~,) is gene,ated by "cohomological invariants o.f shifts" 
from Section 5. 
Proof. Consider the second string of (I). Consider the associated exact sequence: 
... ~ H°(9-*B/~P)-~-~ Ht(~) -~,  Ht(9-*B) . . . .  ~ ... 
1[ byLemmat(2) 
0. 
The map 8 is an epimorphism. Hence Im Ht(~P) C H2(B, •) coincide with Im H°(9- * BliP) C 
H2(B, l~) under the composition j o 8. But H ° (9"* B/~P) is exactly the space of global sections of 
9-* B/~P (Lemma !(1 )). As we have mentioned above, H°(9 "* B/~P) is a space of (global) latticed 
I-forms on B. Search in diagram (1) shows that j o 8 coincide with the exterior differential d. 
(What else it could be?) To prove it one needs another version of the identification H I (A 9"* B) "~ 
H2(B, ~,) given by the first column of (I). 17 
Now we want to calculate H2gP). 
Proposition $. H2(:P) = ~ @ Z for lattices A,o,,,,.,t from Theorem A of Section 4. 
Proof. In this case the locally trivial sheaf ~ is globally trivial. Hence 
H2(~P)=H2(B ,Z~Z)=HZ(T  2,Z~Z)=Zt~Z.  [] 
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Proposition 6. H2(~) = Zn <9 Z for lattices ~B,,.,,,h from Theorem A of Section 4. 
Proof. Second string of (1) gives us an isomorphism H2gP) ~ HI(9-*B/~,). Let u~ give a 
geometric interpretation of H i (9"* B/3~). Consider the bundle T* B/~P and a small disk D on B. 
Sections of T*B/~P over S ! = OD up to homotopy are classified by 7rlT 2 = Z <9 Z = A. 
A section over S l -- OD could be extended to D 2 iff the associated element of n'~ T ~- is zero. 
Consider the subgroup F C A of those sections which are extendable on B\D. 
Lemma 7. H 1 (9-. B /3') is naturally isomorphic to A / F. 
Proof. Consider a covering of B by a pair of sets: small neighborhood U of D and small 
neighborhood V of B \ D. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris equence for the sheaf 9-* B/~: 
H°(U) <g H°(V)-- ,  H°(U tq V)-.-~ HI(U U V)--+ HI(U) <g HI(V) =O. 
Last equality is an easy exercise for the reader. Now it is clear that 
H~(B) = H~(U O V) = H°(U N V)/Im(H°(U) <9 H°(V)) = A/F. [3 
End of proof of Proposition 6. For the case • = ~,a , i ,  easy considerations show that F = 
nZ <9 0 C Z C~ Z ~,~d hence H2gp) = A / F = Z,, <9 Z [] 
Remark. Note that Lemma 7 holds also in the case ~P = A,a.h.,:.a nd thus we can obtain another 
proof of Proposition 5. 
Propositions 2-6 lead us to the following 
Theorem B. Let • be a closed lattice in T*T 2 from Theorem A of Section 4. Then twistings 
o.f ,'P are classy[led, up to lagrangian equivalence, by the.following data: 
(i) An element of H2(T ~, I~), considered up to "cohomological invariants of shills." (See 
Section 4.jor computations.) 
(ii) An element of H2(~). Here H2('P) =: Z<9 Z in the case of A,a.h.,..d, and Z,, <9 Z in the case 
of ~,,.,,,I,. 
Remark 1. Given an element [hi of H2(T 2, I1~) and a section s of T*B/~P over a boundary of 
the small disk D which represents an element of H2gp) we can construct the twisting explicitly. 
Indeed, first make the Luttinger surgery using s and then add [hi to the symplectic form as we 
did in Section 5. 
Remark 2. The group H2(3 ') classifies our bundles up to topological equivalence. That is two 
bundles oe, fl t~ H I (Ag-. B/(P) are topologically equivalent iff 8or = 8/~, where 8 is the map from 
the exact sequence 
. . .  --., HI(Ag-*B/~p) ~ H2(~) ---> H2(A9-*B) .--> ... 
But our work is still not complete. Namely, to complete the classification of complete la- 
grangian bundles over T 2 we have to answer the following question: when the two twistings of 
the same lattice are lagrangian isomorphic? (not necessary identical on the base). 
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Theorem C. ( I ) Let dta.b.,:.d and dt,,.b, c,.d, be lattices from Theorem A of Section 4 and let 
h ~ H2(T 2) moda, b,c,d,  h' ~ H2(T 2) moda',b',c' ,d' ,  
(m, n), (m', n') ~ H2(T 2, Z ~ Z)~ be their twistings. (Here h rnoda, b, c, d means that h is 
considered up to integer linear combinations ka -t- lb -t- rc -t-sd.) Thaw are lagrangian isomorphic 
iff there exists G~, G2 ~ GL(2, Z) such that 
(a b) (a' b') 
G~ c d = c' d' G2, h = (--l)detG~h ', (m / =o;(m' n t ) 
(2) Let ~.,..h be a lattice from Theorem A of Section 4 and let h, h' ~ l-/2(T 2) moda, b; 
(k, l), (k', l, ) E H2(9) = Zn ~ Z be two twistings. They are isomorphic iff 
k' 1' k' " h=h ' ,  k~_ modl, !=  or h=-h ' ,  k -  modl, I=-~.
Proof. We denote by Auto, the group of automorphisms of a lattice 9. As we know from 
Proposition 2 twistings of a given lattice (P up to lagrangian equivalence are classified by 
H t(A3"*B/9). Obviously, twistings of 9 up to lagrangian isomorphism are classified by the 
quotient Ht(A3"*B/~P)/(action of Aut:j, on it). So we have to calculate the action. It is suffi- 
cient to calculate the action on H2(B, ~) and H2(9). The action of g ~ Aut:p on H2(B, ~,) 
is easy to understand: it is sufficient o know does g preserve the orientation or not. To study 
the action of g on H2(9) = HI(3"*B/9) we use Lemma 7. By this iemma we need just to 
calculate action of g on the fundamental group of the fiber of T* B/9. 
a t, Case ~[,,.I,,,.a. Let X = (,, ,t)' Aut,j, is generated by translations and by such matrices 
GI ~ GL(2, Z) that there exists G2 ~ GL(2, Z) such that GIX = X'G2. Here X' is another 
representation f the same lattice. The corresponding action on H ti I~ ~ u~ I!1e multiplication by 
(= I )det a~. This completes the proof of (I), 
Case 'J3,,.,,.t,. As we saw in remark at the end of Section 4 the matrix, parts ol' elements I'rom 
Aut:v are exactly (I~ +it')' p c Z. Hence we know how Aut.p. acts on H2(B, 1~). On H2(9) = 
P H I (~* B/P) Aut:t, acts by the multiplication by (I> :~:l )" More precisely, it is the multiplication 
by (I~ ++l ) in Z + Z and we can drop this action down to Z,, + Z, i.e., this action is: 
(k, 1) ~-~ (k + pi. ±l) in Z ~ Z, 
(k + (n), l) ~-, (k + pi + (n), :l:l) 
Now (2) is obvious, IS] 
in Z,, ~ Z. 
Theorems A,B,C contain the complete classification of lagrangian bundles with compact fiber 
over orientable surfaces up to iagrangian isomorphism. 
Remark. One can say that our classification is not complete because we still cannot write down 
explicitly a full list of pairwise nonisomurphic bundles of the first (Jt,,.h.,.,d) series. However, this 
ab is an algebraic problem. For concrete X = ( ,. ,t ) it depends greatly on how "integral" is X, i.e., 
how many are there G~, G2 such that G m X = XG2. It determines the "intensivity" of the action 
of Auto, on H~(9). For example, if X ~ GL(2, Z) then Aut:p acts on H2(9) as GL(2, Z). We 
can take (n, 0), n ~ N U {0] as a fundamental domain for this action. But when X consists of the 
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linear independent over Z real numbers one can see that the action of Aut ~P is trivial. Really, in 
this case GIX = XG2 implies G! = G2 = +E. 
7. Discussions 
In this section we will make some remarks and discuss ome open questions. 
Dimension two. First of all, it is possible to classify complete lagrangian bundles over Klein 
bottle. This would complete classification of the lagrangian bundles in this dimension. 
Dimension n. It is interesting (and simple) problem to find an analogue of Proposition 1 of 
Section 5 in higher dimensions. It seems to be much harder problem to classify complete closed 
lattices even on some 3-manifolds. Notice that universal covering of the base of the lagrangian 
bundle with compact fiber is an open parallelizable manifold since it admits an immersion into I1~". 
Lagrangianfoliations. One can try to classify lagrangian foliations with compact fiber. 
Example 1. Consider I~ 2 with the standard lattice and the action of Z2 on R 2 which is generated 
by reflection along x-axis. This action preserve the lattice. Quotient of I~ a x T 2 by this action 
is not a manifold because action is not free. We can modify this action by means of a liberwise 
affine shift of I~ 2 x T 2 (of the order 2) and produce free Z2-action on IR 2 × T 2 by fiberwise 
symplectomorphisms. Quotient by this action is correctly defined manifold with the lagrangian 
foliation. In the neighborhood of the middle fiber (which is a Klein bottle) this foliation is not a 
bundle. 
Bundles over orb~foids. One can classify iagrangian bundles over orbifolds. In this case basc 
space carries a natural structure of integral affine orb~fohl. These orbil'olds could be successfully 
classilied. For a delinition of a bundle over an orbil'old reader can consult Thurslon's bo~k ~m 
3-dimensional manifolds. 
Generalized Benci-Sikorav rigidity. When total spaces of iagrangian bundles with the tiber '1 '~; 
are (not necessary fiberwise) symplectomorphic? Partial answer to this problem is Benci-Sikorav 
rigidity (see Section 2). 
Conjecture 1. Total spaces of lagrangian T'-bundles are symplectomorphic ~ffthey are fiber- 
wise symplectomorphic. 
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